NN"]TR.ODUCTNON
David N. Myers
t was some seventy years ago, rn 1928, that Salo Wittrnayer Baron,
then a young Jewish historian, published a provocative essay,
"Ghetto and Emancipation," whose echoes continue to reverberate
powerfully to this day. This early essay contains in concentrated form
many of the important themes that would mark Baron's thought
throughout his extraordinary career.r The urgent desire to abandon an
excessively gloomy view of Jewish history which Baron designated the
"lach4rrnose conception" of Jewish history makes its first appearance in
the concluding line of "Ghetto and Emancipation."2 Baron was
especially intent on overturning the "traditional view" alluded to in the
article's subtitle-the ubiquitous distinction made by Jewish historians
between "the black of the Jewish Middle Ages and the white of the postEmancipation period . ."3 According to Baron, this historiographical
tendency, bom in the formative generations of Jewish historiography in
nineteenth-century Germany, was woefully misleading. The Jewish
Middle Ages were not a source of unending misery. Not only did
medieval Jews possess "more rights than the great bulk of the
population," but the Jewish community "enjoyed full internal
autonorny."o This latter privilege issued naturally from the corporatist
order of medieval feudalism. Conversely, it stood in direct conflict with
modern theories of governance in whieh the State demanded a direct
relationship with' the individuai subject-citizen. Ironically, Baron
couples his retreat fiom the lachrymose conception of the Jer,vish Middle
Ages with adecidedly lachrymose view of Jewish modemity. Indeed, he
takes fierce erception to those Jewish historians who celebrate the
advent of Jewish political emancipation as "the dawn of a new clay aiter
a nightmare of the deepest trorror."s
Baron's strictures in "Ghetto and Emancipation" point to the
disturbing and disabling efl-ects af the emancipatory process: ttre loss
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commund autonomy, the assurnption of new and onerous otrligations
imposed by the state, the evisceration of the natronal component of
iewish icl,entity, arrd the recasting of Judalsm into a nan-r:w confessional
mold. Flcvering atrove Baron's essay is the spirii of Count ClermclntTonnero, a tlelegate to the French Natioiral Assembly, ivho declared in

Zionist program ailnou
a b'lueprint for a reccns
the political form cf thi

1789lthat""the Jews should be denied every'thing a-s a nation, 'out granned
everything as individuals." This statemeirt epitnmizes Baron's sense cl

the Jews.
Salo Earon lissr.4,,

the deep structural flaws of, Jewish moderirity-- spe*ifically, ih.:

imperative to surrender ail but the most rneager vesiiges of communal
identity in return for individual political rights.6
Of course, Barnn was hardly the first tliinker in modern times to cajl
attention to the hazards of emancipation. Retlcence about a nelv
transformative politics surfaced in the midst of the very Enlightenrnent
movements that agitated for it. such diverse eighteenth-century figures
as Rousseau, Burke, and Hamann shared a concern orzer the loss of
tradition, cornmunity, and a secure sense of the past, which was
seemingly mandated by the new liberal ereed. For some, such as the
German counter-Enlightenment thinker Johann David h4ichaelis, it was
the emancipation of the Jews itself that signaled the corrupting influence
of liberalism on German group integrity.T
Notwithstanding these conservative critiques, the tenets of poiitical
liberalism not only were validated by the French Revoh"ltion, but served
more broadly as pillars for a sweeping process of embourgeaisement in
nineteenth-century Europe. And yet, voices of dissent were never stifled.
In fact, carl Schorske notes the irony that in Austria in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century "the progfam which the liberals had devised
agarnst the upper classes occasioned the explosion of the lower.,'8 The
resulting radicalization led to adizzyingprc'liferation of nerv anti-liberal
ideologies-socialism, uitra-nationalism, anti-sernitism-all of which
were sounded in a shriller and "sharper key" than previous political
expressions.e
To the extent that no group had invested more faith and goodwiil in

the Enlightenment project than the Jews, the resulting "failure of
liberalisrn left the Jew a victim."10 one of the most notewofthy .Tervish
"victims" was Theodor Herzl, whose grandiose vision of cultural
ecumenism between Jervs and Europeans was shattered by the Dreylus
Affair in 1894. For Herzl, the Jewish response to the antiDreyfusards-and the unforlunate but inevitable response to count

Clermont-Tonnere--was to afTirm precisely that u,hich had been
discarded one hundred years earlier: .leu,ish national identlty. The
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Zionist progam announced in Herzl's Der Judenstaat of 1896 was thus
a blueprint for a reconstituted Jewish national community. Even though
the political fonn of this community was to resemble a bourgeois Central
I-luropean sfate, Flerzl's Zionism demanded the end of Jewish existenee
in Europe, and thus signaled the loss of a certain liberal innocence for
the Jews.
Salo Baron knew well the fonnative Viennese environment in which

Theodor Herzi's illusions were fostered. Baron studied at the city's
university, where he eamed three doctorates. He was well aware of the
city's longstanding infatuation with anti-Semitism, epitomized by the
election of Karl Lueger as mayor in 1895. No doubt, he was also aware
of the ironic effects of anti-Semitism in reversing the Jewish march to

assimilation, Yet, he did not choose to follow in Herzl's Zionist
footsteps. Nor did he give voice to the negative consequences of the
Jewish entry into modernity while in Vienna. Rather, he wrote "Ghetto

and Ernancipation" in New York, far from the highly

charged

environment of Central Europe. America clearly offered a more stable
Jewish environrnent than Europe to him and many others. But it
possessed its own, more subtle dangers. Indeed, it was precisely the
absence of a deeply rooted anti-Semitic political culture in America that
intensified the appeal of,social iiitegration for Jews.rr Conversely, it was
the imperative of assimilation, as reflected in the pervasive metaphor of
the rnelting pot, that threatened the strong communal, ethnic, and
religious loyalties of new Americans. From this perspective, New York
of the 1920s was a quite logical venue in which to confront the perils of
assimilation, if not the larger triumphalist myth of Jewish modernity.
Baron's eoncerns r,vere not expressed in a conceptual vacuum. A
series of trenchant American critics had expressed dissatisfaction with
the "melting pot" model for at least a decade. Indeed, cultural pluralists
like Hcrace lvf. Kailen, Rarrdolph Bourne, and Judah L. Magnes refused
to surrendel' tiie p'otential trenefit of group rights. T'hey preferred the
model of a "symphony" of nationalities over the "melting pot," cognizani
that liberal "demoeraey iias the tendency to level all distinctions, to
create the average type, ahnost to dernand uniformity."r2 Baron stood
upon this foundation of criticism in "Ghetto and Emancipatiori." Unlike
the cultural pluralists, he offered no political prescriptions But he did

share ttreir fears about the insidious consequences of apparently
benevoient prooesses of social amelioration. He exhibited these fears in
a brief historical essay with judgments as sweeping and reductionist as
those against whieh he inveighed Indeed, while challenging the sharp
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related though distinct perspective advocates "a consistent ard
principled approach to minority rights" within a liberal democratic
order.18 These various political conceptions reflect an ongoing struggle
at the end of the twentieth century to address a question posed two
centuries earlier: how can a group seeking to preserve a measure of
collective identigr survive within a liberal society that values individual
rights and obligations above all else? It is this question that Salo Baron

A

so starkly formulated regarding the Jewish comrnunity in his "Ghetto and

Emancipation." And it is this question to which the current volume
offers a response, or series offruitfully diverse responses.

il
The origins of this volume are perhaps more mysti$ing than the
eentral problem which it engages. One would not necessarily expect that

the grand issues of modern Jewish identity would win a hearing at a
Jesuit university in a small American city whose Jewish community
numbers between three and four thousand souls. And yet, it was at the
University of Scranton tirat a conference entitled "From Ghetto to
Emancipation: Historical and Contemporary Reconsiderations of the
Jewish Community" was held in March 1995. The conferenee attracted
a distinguished roster of scholars in various fields of Jewish studies from
across the United States, as well as interested faculty from the host
University of Scranton.
The impetus for a major conference in the field of Jewish studies at
the University of Scranton came from Rabbi Dr. David Geffen. Since
moving to Scranton to assume a pulpit there some five years ago, Rabbi
Geffen tras infused a new spirit and intellectual vitality into the local
Jewish community. Several years ago, he seized upon the idea of an
important scholarly event to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the
Scranton-Lackawanna Jewish Federation. After a series of discussions,
ire entrusted the task of carrying the plan forward to me, a native of
Scrantoa and a product of its Jewish community.
Rabbi Geffen's idea presented me with an opporlunity not only to
return to my hometowri, but to revisit the predieament of the Jewish
community ln tlie moderfl age. Growing up in ihe 1950s and 1970s, I
remeniber Jewish Scranton as a community of tight-knit social and
family relations, of well-established institutions, and of a clearly defined
sense ofgroup distinctiveness. In visits back over the past deeade and
a liaii I have encountered a shadow of the cornmunity's former self.
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This is particularly true for the

once-dominant non-orthodox
segment--though rnuch less so for the orthcdox -qegment which is
cu,rrently experiencing a dernographic renaissance. IJowever, most
mernbers of the age cohort with wirom I grew r.r-p have ehcsen to leave
the emtrracing confrnes of the Scrantr:n coulruiunity 1or a wlder worirJ,
Iured try new educational and professicnal prospects. fhe result has
been a "graying" of large sectors of the commnnity, prornpting its trea.rlers
t<l ponder the prospects fclr contlnued existeiree. . Their conceiris are
hardly unique. on the contrary, they mirror the concerns of the broarler
American Jewish community for which assimilation appears as the chief
social ill.
When thinking baek upon my childhood rn Soranton, I do not
conjure up romantic images of a seamlessly holistic cornmunity. Instead,
what I recall is the pervasive tension that defined me as a member of a
group whose boundaries were both readiiy identifiable and yet
permeable. Social relatioils between Jews and non-Jews, indeed,
between Jews and Jesuits, were so normal as to merit no special
attention, This was the norm for at least three generations, extending
back to my grandparents. And yet, each of the generations possessed an
unmistakable sense of membership in the "community," affinned not
only by the defining institutions of synagogue, community center. and
ion, but also by the conscious acknowledgment of
h world with which we regularly interacted.
The scranton experience suggests an irnportant qualification to salo
Baron's sharp dichotomy between ghetto and emancipation. perhaps tire
two phenomena, ghetto and emancipation, need not be seen in
opposition. Perhaps the process of political emancipation, and the very
project of modernity itself, were not solely a matter of surrender to the
leveling force of liberalism. Ferhaps these processes had a far more
ambiguous character, leading to a rnultiplicity of outcomes other than the
inexorable demise of group identities. In this regard,one recalls Jiirgen
Habermas, whose defense of the project of modernity is "a plea for the
maintenance of its dialectical tensions, rather than for their overeoming
in a perfectly Enlightened forrn of life."1e
The essays in this volume investigate these tensions from a variety
of illuminating perspectives. David B. Rudennan commences his
evocative paper on "The cultural Significance of the Ghetto in Jew,ish
History" by questioning whether the shift from ghetto to emancipatron
meant moving "from an inherently bad condition . . . to a good one . . ,"20
Ruderrnan then proceeds with a brief history of the ghetto idea in Jewish
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thought and historiography, cuhninating with a critique of the gifted
histoiian of itahan Jewry, Rober'c Bonfil. Ruderman eschews Bonfil's
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p in my own contribution to this
volume, "'The Blessing of Assimilation' Reconsidered " My paper
draws its inspiration from a largely forgotten lecture delivered by Gerson
Cohen in 1966 in which the eminent scholar called attention to the
unavoidable antl even salutary effects of assimilation in Jewish history.
f{ather than dismiss the assimilatory process as an unmitigated evil,
Cohen, and I in his wake, suggest that assimilation can and must be seen
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paper aims to induce a dlalogue across t-relds revolving around the
multilayered notion of assimilation.
Though not directly interrogating the idea of assimilation, Michael
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wide-ranging essay, Morgan attempts to trace a discursive tradition in
which the thernes nf corrimunity and redemption stand in constant and

forms of messianic, and often apoealyptic, expressions to which leading
intellectuals gave voioe.22 While exposing the divergent perspectives of
such figures as Georg Simmel, Martin Buber, Georg Lukacs, and Franz
Kafkq Morgirn notes their sharecl desire to confront the "crisis of rirorlern
eulture'" through the categories of cornmunity and redernption.
William V Rowe's "DiffrcultFreedom:Tl're Basis of Community in
Emmanuel Levinas" is an interesting sequel to Morgan's presentation.
Similarly coneerned with the link between redemption and community,
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Rowe's inquiry into Levinas marks a passage fiom German to French
thought, and thereby retraces Levinas' own role in introducing important
German philosophers (i.e., Husserl and Fleidegger) into France. Rowe
carefully excavates three layers of connotations of "ghetto" in Levinas'
thought: the first (and most traditional) signifies the largely autonomous
pre-modern Jewish cornmunity; the second alludes ta the modern ghetla
of alienation created by the emancipatory process, and the third refers to
the "reactionary and anti-semitic ghetto that is based on the failure of
emancipation." Taking a cue from Salo Baron, Rowe concentrates on
the second ghetto which "represented the effective isolation not of Jews,
but of their Judaism, fiom Western life and even from the lives of
emancipated Jews themselves." He analyzes Levinas' diagnosis of and
prescription for this ghetto predicament. Rowe suggests that for Levinas,
a meaningful community, based on "true sociality," must embody "the

infinity of responsibility for the Other." Indeed, it is in this responsibility that the possibility for a new, nontotalitarian universality-antidote to the ghetto of modernity-inheres.
Nomi M. Stolzenberg shifts the focus from post-Holocaust French
intellectual discourse to contemporary American legal thought in "The
PuzzlingPersistence of Community: The Cases of Airmont and Kiryas
Joel." Her concern is the fate of communal aspirations within the
constitutional order of the United States; the prism through which she
contemplates this fate is the case ofKiryas Joel, a Satmar Flasidic Jewish
community in upstate New York, whose residents appealed to the state
to support the incorporation ofa public school for its disabled children.
While tracing the legal battle over such support all the way to the
Supreme Court, Stolzenberg juxtaposes the case of Kiryas Joel to that of
Airmont, another New York community which sought to prevent
Orthodox Jews from establishing informal prayer assemblies in their
homes. Atthe heart ofthis juxtaposition is Stolzenberg's interest in the
very nature of liberalism, whose core principles of neutrality and
tolerance seem antithetical to the continued existence of insular, perhaps
even intolerant, communities. Her analysis suggests that "liberalism is
a rich and variegated tradition" which, contrary to conventional under-

standing, allows for the possibility of homogeneous communities
"exercis(ing) political power for their own ends."
Stolzenberg's presentation of the struggle to preserve cornmunal
integrity in the face of social and legal obstacles is an excellent
theoretical complement to Arthur A. Goren's rich historical essay, "The
Rites of Community, The Public Culture of Arnerican Jews." Delivered
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as the 1995 Morris B. Gelb Memorial Lecture, Goren's paper examines
the way in which Jewish immigrants to the United States sought to
invent new forms of,comrnunal identity in their transplanted homeland.
In particular, he focuses on the rituals of mouming and celebration
which Arnerican Jews, primarily in the early twentieth century
developed in order to foster a stronger sense of communal self-worth.
Pervading Goren's analysis is a sense of the loss of textured bonds of
group identity which immigration to the United States entailed for
millions of Jews. In their absence, American Jews fashioned their own
distinct fonns of commemoration as a way of validating their communal
existence. In the process, a Jewish public culture, "fragile and fluid,"
was created which served as "an important arena for self-definition."
The final paper in this volume is a doubly fitting conclusion to a
volume on the predicament of the modern Jewish community. Michael
Brown's "Towards a History of Scranton Jewry" sheds light on the
patterns and tensions shaping a small Jewish community in the
altemately alluring and threatening American environment. That the
focus is upon Scranton-and, moreover, that Professor Brown is a
former Scrantonizur-seem espeeially appropriate. Though not a
participant in the 1995 conference at the University of Scranton,
Professor Brown graciously agreed to include his paper on the history of
scranton's Jewish community in this book. His paper skillfully mixes
pnmary research, oral history and conceptual rigor, and thereby serves
as an excellent model for local history. Further, it provides an arena in
which to explore in concrete fashion the larger abstract problems
addressed in this volume's diverse and illuminating meditations on
Baron's "Ghetto and Emancipation. "

HI
The final task of this introduction is to thank those who made the
eonference, and especially this volume, not rnerely possible but an
enormously stimulating and enjoyable pursuit. As I have already
indicated, the original inspiration came frorn Rabbi David Geffen to
whorn I remain deeply indebted. At early stages of planning, vital
assistance in conceiving and organizing the conference came from
sondra fulyers. -fhe scranton-Lackawanna Jewish Federatioir and its
executive direotor, seymour Brotman, were enthusiastic proponents of
the conference throughout the entire process. in addition, the conference
and volume won thre rinstinting suppofl of the university of scranton's
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aelministration, particularly ttie Fresident, Rev. .1. A. Fanuska, S. J.,
Frovost Richard H. Passon, an<l Dean Faul F. Fahey. It is boih a pieasnre
and a privilege to thank Itobert J. Sylvester, Viee President for
Tnstitutionai Advancement, and Alan Mazzei, Direatr:r of Corporate anel
Foundation Relations, for their indefutigabie efitrrts. Alan. in pariteular,
labored above and beyond the cali ofduty to assure the success ofthls
undertaking. On the whole, the Universif of Seranton"s comrnitment to
the eonference idea, and to Jer,vish studies xnore generaily, refler:ts l-he
genuinely catholic interests of these fine individuals and the in*qt:itution
they serve so well.
Arnong the confbrence's participants, it is necessary to single out
Professors Elisheva Carlebach and Rela Geffen, both of whorn offered
irnportant inteilectual contributions to the proeeedings. The conferenee
was also graced by the presence of Shoshana Cardin, distinguished
national Jewish leader, whose insights proved stirnulating to all in
attendance. Mention must also be made of Professor Alan Mittleman of
Muhlenberg College for his trenehant critique of my and Prof,essor
Stoizenberg's papers. I would also like to thank Professors Harold
Baillie and David Friedrichs of the University of Scranton for agreeing
to chair two of the conference's sessions.
Vital financial support for the conference and volume has come
from many individuals and institutions. Among those who krrrdly

offered assistance were Irwin E. Alperin, Myer M. Alperin, Arley
Wholesale, Inc., Herbert Barton, Richard S. Bishop, Kathy and Seymour

Brotman, Janice and Haris Cutler, David M. Epstein, Rabbi David
Geffen, Mae S. Gelb, The Golub Foundation, The Grossman Family
Foundation, Beverly and Jerome l(lein, Bertram M. Linder, Ann and I.
Leo Moskovitz, Libbye Myers, Sondra and Morey Myers, Paul
Rosenberg, Dr. Stephen I. Rosenthal, The Robert Saligman Charitable
Foundation, Lewis B. Sare, The Scranton-Lackawanna Jewish
Federation, Margaret and Douglas Slreldon, R-eva and Harold Sprung,
The Samuel Tabas Family Foundation, G. Weinberger Company, and
The Isaac Ziegler Charitable Trust.
The University of Scranton Press and its director, Father R.ichard W
Rousseau, S. J., have provided a most hospitable and professional home
for this volume. But the volume would not have seen the light of day
were it not for Stephanie Chasin. Wrth her keen editorial eye and
astounding efficiency, she heiped fiansform a series of,conference papels

into essays that stand on their own intellectual and stylistic merit
Penultimately, Bill Rorve has proved to be a wonderfui collaborator and
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d; but when they enter the sea, they are
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evil and cused and bitter, and bring no benefit to the world."l The point
of recalling this legend is hardiy to condemn the pieasures of the sea
much less to comrnence a discussion of Jewish oceanography. Rather,
it is to provide an historical backdrop to one of the most vexing
statements uttered by a Jew in modem times Consisient with the
ancient sages' charge, I have tumed this statement over and over, and yet
never gained more than a fleeting grasp of its meaning. And so again I

subrrit for consideration the enigmatic words ofEduard Gans, a brilliant
young German-Jev,rish legal historian, from 1822. Commenting on the
drive of Jews in his day to break free frorn the shackles of insularity and
particularisrn, Gans observed in tones strikingly reminiscent of his
mentor, Hcgel:

'fhis is the conscliftg lesson of hist*ry properly understood: that
everyihing pesses wiihout perishing, and yet persists, aithougir
it has long been consigned to the past. Tliat is why neither the
Jervs *,ili perish nor Judaism etrissolve, in the larger movernent
ofthe rryhole tirey rvili seerc to have disappeared, ondyet [hey
a,ill live on qs the river lives on in the ocean.2

1'1
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Seprarated by a vast iemporal artcl conceptual expanse, tire eigiithcentury mictrasirist and the nineteenth-cent'1ry legal historian are boih
drawn to the metaphorieal relationship between ttre river and the sea.

ihe entry of the river into the oeean spr"'ils not the
af its distinct properties but iheir dramalic l.ranstbr-
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But in surnmoning up all of our combined historical and rnarine
:'
' . biological prowess, we must ask: How precisely does a "river live on in
' ,,;. the ocean?" Or to fiame the question more generaily, how do Jews avoid
' disappearance as a discrete group while becoming an inseparable part of
r, a larger culture and society? This question, rife with internal tensions
and contradictions, has intrigued and haunted Jews for centuries.
indeed, it has trovered above their encounter ivith new cultural milieux,
(, from ancient Babylon to modern Berlin.3 For Eduard Gans and other
German-Jewish intellectuals of his day, this question consumed their
daily thoughts. To a great extent, it r,vas the same question that their
parents' generation, the first generation of Maskilim, Jewish
Entrightenment figures in Europe, had posed. And yet, the rnood in the
younger generation was more despairing and Angst-ridden over the
prospect of Judaism's survival.
As children of the Enlightenrnent, Gans and his friends had
,

fade. Gans artd

IrLrr the lonneq

mation, an r:ntclogical sea el'lange, if you vrill- f-rom good to evil, sio,'eet
to bitter, indeed, frorn a blessing to a curse. By contrast, f'or Gans, the
entry of the river into the sea--'.lr mcre expliciti},, 4l* river of Jevo'isit
eulture into the sea of European civllizafion-is both necessery and
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absorbed the aspirations for emancipation and social integration that
excited the passions of Moses Mendelssohn and his circle of discrples
in the late eighteenth century.a Far rnore than their elders, the younger
generation of inteliectuals had benefitted from admission to and study at
German universities, a palpable sign of progress At university they

Germany and tra
fulfillment.6 After
first and cardinal r
Jervish scholats i
Christianiry hoPel

entered a new cultural world, one in which they quickly became
mesmerized by the powerful force ol Wiss'en,tchctfl a term that
conveyed, in this period, both a sense of scientific rigor and of
inteilectual and disciplinary unity. llut the expectations of this
generation, bolstered by its own experience of rapid educzrlional
advance, were abruptly and rudely challenged midlvay through the
second decade of the nineteenth century A powerful anti-Enltghtenment

admission" to Eurc
Heine, once descr
desired prcfessio

sentiment swept Germany after the defeat of Napoleon, accompanied by
a new wave of reaction that included anti-Jewish *,,iolence. The
optimistic, at times, ebullient, spirit of the previous generation began tc
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president,
ofTered his enigrnatic prescription for Jewish survival. To survive, the
river of Jelish culture would have to live on in the sea of European
culture. Not surprisingly, this ambiguous charge was interpreted
va.riously Leopoid Zuru, afounding member of the Verein, became one

.

In outlining this rnission, Eduard Gans, the group's

Ltion-is botli irecessary and

r

l9

of German-Jelvish intellectuals convened
iil this somber atmosphere to reflect on their l-ate, ttl meditate not only on
the path of Enlightenment but on their very future as Jews. This stark
moment of self-reflection gave birth to the Verein .fiir Cultur und
[fiis'senschnft der.Iuden (Society for the Culture and Scientific Study of -i'
'.,
Jews) in Berlin in i819.5 Cntical historical study, members of this groupi
hoped, could both clarify the Jewish past and illumine the course of the! '
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of the most important Jewish

of the

nineteenth century.
Tlrroughout his long life,Zunznever suirendered his conviction that the
only appropriate institutional home for Jervish studies was the German
scholars

to accept a professorial
that arose in Germany
seminaries
appointment in the modem rabbinical
in the latter half of the century. However, Zunz was never permitted full

unirrersity. consequently. he refused

entry intn the ocean of European culture either; despite repeated
entreaties, he failed to receive a position in a German university.
If Zurumuks the failure, at least in part, of Gans' vision of the river
in the ocean, then Gans himself represents an ironic success. Gans too
desired an appointment in a German university, though this avenue was
foreclosed to him because of tris Judaism. In a desperate mood, he left
Gerrnany and traveled around Europe in search of professional
fulfillment.6 After months cf rvandering, Gans rleeided to violate the
first and cardinai reqgirement of members in the short-lived society of
Jewish sehalars iir Berlin: in Faris in late 1825" he converted to

Chnsiianiiy; hopeibl that iltis aet would provide hin wtth a "ticket of
rirlmission" to European soeiety, as his felicw Society member, Heinrich
Fleirre, one* describecl his G!i/n eonversion. Conversien di,"1 have the
clesired profess.ionai elTeet, earning Garis a fuil-time aeademie
appointrnent at the Uruiversiry af Berlin in i 826, where he taught and
ivrote in th* tieidj of legal history (especially Rornan law). lnd yet,
{}ans' legacy, certainly to Jewish history, is tirat af a ktu/iude, literaliv
a baptized Jeur Ferhaps Gans was prognosticating his own future in his
1822 arldiess tr fellow Jervisl'l seholars. For if anyorie continued to live ,,
''
on as a river ill a sea, it lvas surely Ilr- Tur$uderc. Cgny*rted Jews irr
Germany tendeci to associate lvith other eonvet-ted Jews or with friends
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anel fainily who did not convefi; moreover, despite tlrerr fbnnal
affiliation with christianity, converted Jews cften perceived themselves
and were perceived by others as Jews by social and cultural affinity.7
The tale of ECuard Gans is intere"qting and powerful in its cwn riqirt.
Eut it is the larger predicarnent, indeed ihe tremulous tenslon, ewrbodied
in his river-sea metaphoq that extenris our interest beyond the example
of one German-Jewish intellectuai. Gans' metailhor has often been read
as an epitaph fcrr Gennan-Jewish eulture, but I r,vould suggest ttrat we
regard it here as an epigraph, an opening staternent, for a r*rewe,d
consideration of Jewish assimiiation in the modern age. T'he term
assimilation often conjures up frightful images for Jews and other
rninority grorlps, signaling the loss of collective identity to a hegernonic
majority culture. But before accepting this image without comment, it
might be worthwhile to revisit the career of this idea in Jewish history,
particularly during the rnodern period. Time does not permit an
exhaustive history of Jervish assimilation, Howeveq I would like to
point out the multivalence anC historical complexity of the terrn by
making recourse to a nunnber of interesting sources drawn from Jewish
history. This effort seems especially appropriate in light of recent
intellectual and political trends in the united states that pose challenges
to what we may call, in evocation of Salo Baron, the "lachrymose"
conception of Jerrrish assimilation.u New insights drawn fiorn the evermalleable field of cultural studies, particularly those focused on diaspora
and transnational communities, offer both novel an<l fertile grounds for
rethinking the phenomenon of assimilation. Toward the end of this
paper, we shall turn our attention to some of these new insights, taking
note of their relationship to the Jewish case of diaspora identity.
But to retum for a final time to Eduard Gans. If we accept that Gans
captured the complexity of assimilation in his own day, we should be
mindful of the fact that circurnstances similar: to those in rvhich he
offered his enigmatic charge have accompanied .Iews in the West ever
since. Indeed, nearly a century after Gans' speech, another GemranJewish intellectual pondered the prospect of Judaism's survival or, more
intiniately, the viability of his ou,n eristence as a Jerv. T"his German Jew
saw a number of his closest friends march to the baptisnnal {'ont- not so
much to advance their professional interests d la Gans, as to achieve
harmony between their religious beliefs and practices, on the one hancl,
and between their inner spiritual worlci and the surrounding
environment, on the other. This youtlg intelleetual, Fr,anz Rosenzwetg,
found the logic of his friends compelling, and he prepared to convert to
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christianity in 1913. Rosenzweig's last act before conversion was t0

its
ait€nd a Kol Nidre service so that he could "enter Christianity as did
founders," that is, as a Jew and not as a pagan.e Rosenzweig's parents,
to w-hom he had confided his intentions, refused to attend services with

trenulous tension, embodied
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Rosenzweig is interesting to us not only because he failed to
consummate that which Eduard Gans had a century earlier: conversion'
l.lor is it even his icrrnoclastic teshuvah or return to Judaism. It is rather
a certain metaphorical affinrty with Garis. T'he title of Rosenzweig's first
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appears as a guiding metaphor. For Rosenzweig, the two streams m
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formed the "cradle of civilization," and more germane to our congerns,
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Rosenzweig's critic, Gershom Scholem, onee discussed ln his fairrous
essay,'Revelation and Tradition as Reiigious Categories in Judaisrn."la
In Rosenzweig's scheme, it is not that the river of Jewish culture is
absorbed into the sea of European civihzation. Rather, the river of
, Jewish culture runs alongside the river of European (partie ularly
' German) culture. Each has its own, rather grand existence, though
'r together their shared properiies and proximity create an enonnously rich
cultural plain. Rosenzweig's metaphor suggests a diflerent understanding of assimilation than that suggested by Eduard Gans
Assimilation does not mean absorption of a srnall body by a larger one.
It entails a dynamie process of exchange and cross-fertilization between
i
\
relative equals. r,i 1 i. ,i
., :
From a certain perspective, Rosenzweig's position seems shortsighted, indeed dangerously so. Was he so mired in self-delusion as to
ignore the ominous signs of violence and hatred around him, even in the
1920s? Did Rosenzweig truly believe that a vibrant Judaism could take
root on German soil? Did he share the deeply iield view of his Jewish

History"

undeserved rePutat
communities have I
historian, Gerson C
movements from tl
hence which left fe'
sources. For insta
unknown to medier
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i

mentor, Hermann Cohen, thaL Deutschtum and Judentum were
cornpatible? Here it would be wise to stem the tide of historical
inevitabiliry and adopt a strategy, following Michael Andre Bernstein,

.
''
'

of "sideshadowing."ls Rather than assume that the path Rosenzweig and
other German Jews were embarked on necessarily led to Auschwitz, it
seems more judicious to notice the vast spectrum of Jewish expressions
in the Weimar period (1918-1933), some of which advocated total
immersion in German society, but many of which advocated one form or
another of Jewish cultural autonomy.l6 By resisting the tendency to
place German-Jewish history on a straight course leading to an inevitably
tragic end, new perspectives are opened on the nature and texture of
assimiiation. Undeniably, there was a kind of assimilation that spelled
the disappearance of Jewish identity, this version, the one stressed in the
classic lachrymose conceptron of Jewish history has received, and
,
merits, a negative connotation. At the same time, ther-eassimilation that reflected aq 9-1going, {Vn1mic, and vilq
of exchange. It was the cultural possibrlities inherent in this process that
FraruRosenzweig and many other Jews in Weimar Germany were alive
to.l7

If the idea of two connotations for assimilation-one pejorative, the
other affirmative-does not seem especially novel, it behooves me to
admit that it is not. In my own reflections on the sublect, I have drawn
much inspiration from the late Jeu'ish historian Gerson Cohen, u'ho
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delivered a commencement address in 1966 (at the Hebrew Teachers
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re river of Jewish culture is

ation. Rather, the river of

of European (particularly
:r grand existence, though

no less to a group of future Jewish educators? Apart from the fact that

assimilation in 1956 rvas a much different phenomenon than in 1996 (as
evidenced by the remarkable gap in intermarriage rates in the Jewish
community), Cohen sought to make the point, and quite deliberately
before a group of future Jewish educators, that assimilation had an
uncleserved reputation in Jewish history.r8 Too often, past cultures and
communities have been judged solely by their ability to survive. As an
historian, Gerson cohen was loath to pass final judgment on figures or
novements from the Jewish past which did not create in Hebrew, and
hence which left few visible traces of their existence in classical Jewish
sources. For instance, the fact that Philo of Alexandria was virtually
unknown to medieval Jews did not mean that he was irrelevant either to
Alexandrian Judaism or to the broader Hellenistic society of his own
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Beyond this affirmation of the methodological imperative to
contextualize (or perhaps sideshadow), Cohen proceeded to a more
substantive point: namely that figures such as Philo, whose memory was
,t not preserved in the annals of rabbinic Judarsm in large measure because
Ll'i' i : of their extensive contacts with non-Jewish society, were estimable,
\5' ,r'
indeed authentic, Jews. The rabbis' attempts to censor them out, to
insist on a static, unchanging Jewish culture, conveyed exclusively in
d in Greek, and
i
'
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..20 The lesson
stant feature of
,,Jewish history, but that "in a profound sense this assimilation or
:acculturation was even a stirnulus to original thinking and expression
' and, consequently, a source of renewed vitality."2t Toward the end of
his leeture, Cohen echoed the distinction offered by Ahad Ha-'am, the
great Hebrevr essayist and Zionist, between two fonns of imitation, hikui
shel hrrbolelut and hikti ,shel hitharut.22 The first form represented total
imitalion of another culture to the point of self-negation. However, the
second category ret-ened to a competitive imitation in which the presence
of one culture inspired creativity in another. Attraction to a great, albeit
foreign, culture need not be destructive. It could alscl lead to empowerment, to the discovery of the distinct properties of the imitating culture.

,
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Ahad Ha-'am pointed to tlte example of "Iews in Egypt'n&o "used their
Greek knorvledge to reveal the u-nique spirit of Judaism, to expose its
riches t'r the whole world, and to riiririnlsh the genius of Greek wisdctn."
Gerscn Cohen's owrl appr$ach owes much to this **neeption af, cultu{al
mimesis. It was in ihis form of assimilation, Cotren argues, tirat "Ahad
Ha-'am detected the signs of heaitir and vigor rather than of attrition and
decadence." Likewise, it was in iliis sense of the luvord that Cohen
conciudecl that "assirnilation properly channeieci rurd expioited ean . .
beccme a kind of l:lessing.'"23
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What has been offered to this point is the genealogy of a resonant
idea in Jewish history an idea that strikes one sirnultaneously as banal
and counter-intuitive. In its long and checkered careeq assirnilation has
not merely had a deleterious effect, it has also vitalized Jewish culture
through a eeaseless process of engagement with proximate cultures.
While ensuring dynamism, it ha-s prevented in turn l"he emergence of a
"normative Judaism," a static, unchanging essence. Therefore,
assertions of a pure and pnstine Judaism should be taken with a grain of
salt. This applies not only to the examples of ancient Alexandria or
Musiim Spain, renowned for the trigh clegree of cultural exchange
between Jews atrd others. It applies as rvell to the supposedly insular
bastion of medieval Ashkenaz, where Jews and Christians, despite their
mutual hostility to the point of demonization, excha.nged goods, ideas,
and even ritual practices with one another.2a Jewish culture, even in this

context, was not shaped in splendid isolation;
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permeable to non-Jewish influences.
The ideathat emerges then is of Jewish identify as ahybrid creation,
comprised of different strands of influence. Though evident in pre-

modern times, this hybrid quality is especially visible in the modem
period, as the river metaphors of Eduard Gans and Franz Rosenzweig
illustrate. Perhaps the most emblematic figure of such hybridity was , .
Moses Mendelssohn, the great eighteenth-century savant of Berlin, ..'
whose commitments to full ritual observance of Jewish larv, to a non- .'
coercive religious tradition, and to wide-ranging philosophical study
inspired a generation of Jervs hungry for cultural and intelleetual
sustenance. Mendelssohn's example seemed to demonstrate the
Enlightenment's tolerance of a new Jervish tlpe, at once otrservant and
enlightened, Jervish and German. And yet, few in Mendelssohn's circle
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of followers (least of all his children) proved capable of holding together
the balance that their master had so delicately forged. Part of the reason
for this was that the very tolerance promised by the Enlightenment had
produced a substantiatriy different result than Mendelssohn had hoped
tbr. it beckoned to the Jew to enter mainstream society, while
srmultaneously communicating the need to constrict one's Jewishness,
Thus, rather than yielding a seamless fusion of Jewish and European
cqltures, the Enlightenment, with its arnbiguous double gesture, created
a bifurcated personality, divided into national and retigiorrs, public and
private, spheres.:5 - ' ",
In this respect, the Enlightenment acted on the Jew in paradoxical
fashion. Its terrifying "totalizing" force, so roundly condemned by a
long line of thinkers from Nietzsche to Horkheimer and Adorno to
Levinas to Derrida, did not produce a single, essential Jewish identity.
Rather, it broke it down, fragmented it, ieading at times to what Karl
Marx called in his (in)famous essay "On the Jewish Question" the
'

of

man."26 Stated otherwise, the Enlightenment
hybridiff that marks the modern Jewish conditron.
Or perhaps more accurately, in a phenomenally ironic twist, we can say
that it now prescribed the very fluidity that had naturaily and
unremarkably accompanied Jewish assimilation in previous ages.
"decomposition

rnzuidated the radical

itrlz D i tsp

or

s I d entiti e s

The impetus to undertake this reconsideration of the idea of
assimilation in Jewish history does not come only from Gerson Cohen's

largely f-orgotten lecture of 1966. Nor is it merely a funetion of Salo
Earon's eompelling argument in 1928 that political emancipation did not
necessarily inaugurate a new era of resplendent progress in Jewish
history.27 R.ather, it emerges in the midst of similar concerns expressed
by late-tvientieth-century thinkers who operate .,,rithin the overlapping
rnbrics of cultural studies, postcolonial discourse, and postmodernism.
Clharacteristic oi this new and evolving "tradition" of writers is the
exploration, and at times eelebration, of hybridity as an existential
condition"28 Tlie eontributors to thls new discourse include novelists
such as Salma;r Rushdie ancl Toni h4orrison, as well as a wide range of
scholars such as Edward Said, Gayatri Spiva^k, bell hooks, and Fiomi
Bhabha. Despite ttreir diverse intellectrial missions, these writers share
a colnmon interest in the interstitial, the space that exists b_e!-rygen (and
renders problernatic) fixed cultural boundaries. Whether their primary
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subrnission or paralysis. In the first instance, it provides impetus 1o seek
social and political empowerrnent. N4oreover, it has encouraged
pcstcolonial thinkers to examine the eonstruotrve possibilitles of cultural
identities that are neither native nor foreign, but dweliin "'in-'netween'
spaces," forever resisting the stasis ofa fixed identity.30
The cOnnection of this new thinking about diaspora identities to the
earlier <liscussion of .Tewish assimi!ation should be clear by now; in the
Jewish diaspora experience, assirnilatioir has produced many varieties of
hybrid identity. What is less self-evident is the reason why the .Iern'ish
case has been largely excluded from this body of writing. I would like
to offer a number of brief explanations for the relative neglect of the
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instructive counterexarnples. First, the Jewish diasp6ra experienee has
not became part of this new discourse because scholars of Jewish studies
and other interested parties have been reticent to venture beyond their
own intellectual province. For sirnilar reasons, Jewish studies has not
been widely integrated into the confusing and energizing debate over
multiculturalism and canonicity in the Arnerican university.
But there are factors other than the disinclination of Jewish studies
scholars. Perhaps more determinative is the widespread impression of
scholars outside of Jewish studies that the Jewish historical and cultural
experience is part and parcel of a rvhite Eurocentric rnajority culture. To
many, the Jews neither look different nor, in most cases, speak a
different language from the majority culture. Further, both in central
and Western Europe prior to World War Il and in the eontemporary
United States, Jews achieved a levei of affluence that qualified them to
be counted among the most economically privileged members of society.
Conse-quently, they are vierved as not sufliciently different from, or
oppressed by, the mainstrearn to warrant inclusitin as a diaspora or

transnational group, which becomes in the postcolonial lexicon an
unmistakably political designation. There may be other reasolls for this
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neglect, including the equation o-f Zignism with Jewishness, on one
trand, and witii iaCist imperlaiism, on the other.3l It is not possible
rvithin the confines of this essay to offer a fully satisfactory analysis of
these points. Nor is there sufficrent time to disentangle the problematic
association of'Jews with the white rnajonty culhrre. Even less appeaiing
is the task of cornpiling a table of victimology in which the Jews, alas,
would iank quite high.
It seeins more important to note interesting countereNamples to the
tendency to exclude or devalue the Jewish experience of diaspora. One
of the most interesting sites of this countertendency, and of the new
discourse of diaspora generally, is in recent black cultural criticism.
Needless to say, reports of the decline of the African-American
intellectual are absurdly premature.32 Not oniy have figures such as
Cornell West and Henry Louis Gates reinvigorated the tradition of the
They have shown uncommon sensitivity
public intelle
ence in its ereati'rity and in its tragedy, as
to the Jewish
well as a sincere commitment to repair fraetured relations between
blacks and Jews in this country. Along with their Harvard colleague,
Kwame Anthony Appiah, they have questioned the essentialist (e'g',
Afrocentric) currents flowing within certain acadernic and social circles
in this colrntry and abroad. For instance, in his important book In My
Fc.rther's House, Appiali rneticulously dissects the notion of black
Atrican racial purily, often used in support of politieal aetion and social
segregation, he presents instead a detailed analysis of the dynamic
cultural exehange that obtained between oppressor and oppressed on the
African continent, and that yielded a dynamic and evolving African

cultural identity.33
The affinities between this tcind of model and Jewish models of
eLrltural forniation are intriguing anci, in fact, have heen macle quile
explicit in Paul Gilroy's The Btnck Atlcrntic: A,hdemiyt and Dauble
Consciausness. Gitrroy's buck is a sustalned polemic against essentialist
unclerslanclings of black raeial or cultural identity. A recurrent motif
throughout the book is Giiroy's reliance on the homonym roots/routes to
express his own clear-cut proclivities: "floot" conflotes a search f,or

uit
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sensf,
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Y

vity.34

ration

bcth from the Jewish experience of diaspora and frum the historical
movement of,Zionisrn. Iie urges a ixore deliberate recognition of the
paraliels in histoncal expenence bet,ween blacks aird Jews, both in theii
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diaspora passages and in ttrreir respective eippressions. F[e also calls fnr
acknowledgrnent of aetual histoneal influences (e.g., of Zioreism on eariv
blaek national ist thaught).35
In an intriguing chapter oil the great Afiicarl-Aiaerieatl leader,
W. E. B. Dubois, Gitrroy rnakes use of a familia.r rneta"phor t0 summarize

in one of Dnbais' novelistic forays. He otrsen'es that in
the conclusion of Dubols' Dark Princess, the union iletvleen a man anrl
wol'nan of different skin colors "'is constructed so tha.t the integrity ot
t,oth its tributaries remains uttcoiilprotniscd by their eor:flrtc;lee."tu
Although Gilroy does not relate this rrver-like metaphor to the writings
of eariier Jervish thinkers, the predieament that it describes cleariy lias
parallels. Indeed, it represents an idealized version of the phenomenon
a central theme

i

of "double consciousne55"-4 term which appeal's in the stlbtitle of
Gilroy's book and which he borrows from the work of earlier black
thinkers, especially Dubois.:t7 Double consciousness, according to
Gilroy., is the condition of wornen and rnen of African origin who act
within and upott Western societies. Their experience does not entail the
wholesale abandonment of a native tradition to modernily, tlut rather its
constant and creative reformulation.38
What is especially commendatrle about Gilroy's book is the appreciation that he was not the first to articulate such an idea. Indee<l, much
of his book is a study of and testirnony to past African-American
thinkers, especially Dubois, who presciently comprehended the complicated, hybrid nature of black identity. This recognition distinguishes
Gilroy from many others in the field of cultural studies, who often give
the impression that they are inventing the wheel for the first time. Gilroy
pushes hard to affrrm the apt remark of Jean-Frangois Lyotard that the
postmodem-whatever it may be-is "undoubtedly a part of the
modern."te

Gilroy's exarnple is gennane to our sub.ject in two regards. First, he
calls attention to a process of black cultural formation that is analogous
to the process of Jewish assimilation described throughout this paper;
rnoreover, he makes explicit the virtues of comparing the historica!
experiences of Jews and blacks. Such a comparative perspective can
it does in Giiroy's book, a genuinetry humanizing effect.
Second, Gilroy chooses to position himself rvithin a broad tradition of
African diaspora history and thereby adds an important measure of
historical riclmess and depth to his meditaiions.ao
In contemporary considerations of the Jewish cominunity (whose
leaders frequently inveigh against the evils of assimilation), it would be
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advisable tc, follow Gilroy's lead in incorporating both comparative and
historical dimensions: that is, to remember first that groups other than
.Iews have faced similar challenges in preserving communal integrity;
and second, that a measure of historical perspective can provide nuance
to our understanding of assimilation. Recognizing that the problematic
of assirnilation is rreitlrer unique to the Jelvs nor unique within Jewish'
history is a first and important step toward comprehending the
predicament of the Jewish community in the United States and '
ttiroughout the world. This recognition can temper the impulse to
overreact--to adopt positions that are fundamentalist, chauvinist, or in
sorne way disrnissive of the benefits of intergroup cultural exchange.
Various efforts have been made recently to articulate a vision of
Jewish culture that celebrates the vitalizing potential of assimilation.
The first, rather comic vision emanates from a rnan impersonating a
rvriter named Philip Roth in the novel Operation Shylock by the author
of the same name. The ficlionalfaux Roth is the ideological father of a
movernent called "Diasporism" that "seeks to promote the dispersion of
r

the Jews" frorn Israel "to those very lands (i.e., Europe) where everything

onee flourished."ar A bit more serious, though not without its comic
f,eatures, is the vision of an extrateritorial Jewish religious culture
offered by Daniel and Jonathan Boyarin in a 1993 article in Critical
Inquiry.a2 The Boyanns' cali for a deterritorialized Judaisrn culminates
with a curious evocation of,Neturei Karta, the ultra-Orthodox and antiZionist sect based in Jerusalem. Far from illuminating the sort of
dynamic identity-formation that the authors favor, Neturei Karta holds
to a thoroughly essentialist view of Jewish identity, indeed, a kind of
religious Canaanisrn severed bo,th from Zionism and rnore conventional
Jewish orthodoxy.

Both the fictional Philip Roth and the Boyarins present their
respr:etive diasporic vrsioirs ex nihila, remcved from the tortuous
historjeal path of modern Jewish culture. And here, I would like to rnake
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iuteresting historical preeedents. Sinlitrar delrates hav* *ecurred, fai
irrstarice, in France *ver the cour-se of the last thirty years, with a
particrilarly interesting Jevrish coioring.ar In this country, nttempts to
balirnce the assirrrilatory impulse anctr the instinct to preserue group
integritv long preceded the i990s. In the second deeade of'this century
a group of intellectuals sought to lay the framcwork for a "cultural
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piurallsm" that encouraged the free florv of ideas, customs, and trahits in
American society without entailing the loss of clistinct group traits
centered around tiee pliitrasopirer Horaee Kallen, this largely "iewish
circle quite naturaliy foct.lsed on tJre trials anql trihuisJions oiArnericatt
"Ievrs. Even the rion-Jews in the cirele, sueh as the writ*r lta.ndolph
Boume, shared this ernphasis.a Indeed, it was Boume who asserted that
the idea of "transnationalism,'" cf a- coinplex of identities ihat did not
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actually been our salvation."aT

It is useful to rernember Bourne's eliscussion today, eighty

years

after it was published. His awareness of,tlre tension-filled path of groups
in a liberal politieal order anticipated both the sentiment and langu.age
of observers in our oum day. At the same time, Bourne's gaze was fixed
on the Jews, whose experience he believed emblematic of a much larger
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